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Flash Mobile: Developing Android and iOS Applications (Visualizing the Web)Focal Press, 2011

	Change: It’s what we expect from technology, from the PC to
	the web, through to HD TV. But nothing has been as disruptive
	as the change the iPhone and Android phones have brought.
	For the first time the power of a computer will fit in your hand,
	you are always connected to the Internet, and these devices are
	loaded with...
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Pro Windows Phone App Development (Professional Apress)Apress, 2011


	Windows Phone, updated in Windows Phone 7.5, presents an exciting opportunity for developers to

	build and monetize mobile applications. It represents a major new investment into mobile computing

	by Microsoft, and in many ways is a major break from the past. To build applications for Windows

	Phone, it is important to understand its...
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Java 2 Micro Edition: Professional Developer's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2000
The ultimate guide to programming handheld and embedded devices      

Can Java be used effectively on small computing devices? Absolutely, says expert Eric Giguère, as he introduces Java™ 2 Micro Edition (J2ME)–the new release from Sun Microsystems designed specifically to run on small computing devices like cellular...
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Programming the Mobile WebO'Reilly, 2010

	Today's market for mobile apps goes beyond the iPhone to include BlackBerry, Nokia, Windows Phone, and smartphones powered by Android, webOS, and other platforms. If you're an experienced web developer, this book shows you how to build a standard app core that you can extend to work with specific devices. You'll learn the...
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Migrating to Swift from AndroidApress, 2014

	In 2000, I started my first PalmOS mobile app for an inventory-tracking project. The initial project was a full-staffed team effort that consisted of mobile developers, SAP consultants, supply-chain subject matter experts, middleware developers, QA testers, architects, business sponsors, and so forth. JavaME came up strong in 2002, followed...
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Blackjacking: Security Threats to BlackBerry Devices, PDAs, and Cell Phones in the EnterpriseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Is someone waiting to pick off your BlackBerry?

Today, it is almost impossible to do business without a cell phone and a BlackBerry or PDA. These devices are a lifeline for companies large and small. And nobody knows this better than a hacker.

Traditionally, security for mobile devices—which are essentially...
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BlackBerry Pearl For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Manage your contacts, appointments, e-mail, and media
    

    Find out how to do a string of things with your BlackBerry Pearl!    

    It's a fact — your BlackBerry Pearl can do almost anything except bake a pie — but you can use it to e-mail a recipe!    

    This friendly...
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Beginning BlackBerry 7 DevelopmentApress, 2011

	Are you interested in creating BlackBerry apps using the latest BlackBerry 7 and BlackBerry Java Plug-in for Eclipse? Then this is the book for you. Beginning BlackBerry 7 Development offers a hands-on approach to learning how to build and deploy sophisticated BlackBerry apps using the latest tools...
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Learn BlackBerry 10 App Development: A Cascades-Driven ApproachApress, 2014

	Learn how to leverage the BlackBerry 10 Cascades framework to create rich native applications. Learn BlackBerry 10 App Development gives you a solid foundation for creating BlackBerry 10 apps efficiently. Along the way, you will learn how to use QML and JavaScript for designing your app’s UI, and C++/Qt for the application...
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My BlackBerry CurveQue, 2009
Step-by-step instructions with callouts to BlackBerry Curve photos that show you exactly what to do.

Help when you run into BlackBerry Curve problems or limitations.

Tips and Notes to help you get the most from your...
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Mobile JavaScript Application Development: Bringing Web Programming to Mobile DevicesO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The most important current trend in the software development world is, without a hint of a doubt, the mobile frontier, and in particular, the rise of the smartphone and the touch tablet.

	
		When I started my career as a developer, back in 1996, I was writing web...
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Rhodes Framework for Android(TM) Platform and BlackBerry® Smartphones (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2012

	The Rhodes framework offers several advantages over other mobile frameworks. Some of the unique features of the Rhodes frameworks are as follows:


	- The only smartphone framework to offer support for the Model View Controller pattern


	- The only smartphone framework to offer support for the Object-Relational manager
...
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